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Yotsuba recycles! Gets a bike! Learns about sticky notes! And drinks some super-yummy milk which she
then decides she has to share with EVERYONE! But when she forgets to share with Fuuka, this spontaneous
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From Reader Review Yotsuba&!, Vol. 6 for online ebook

Heidi Burkhart says

I love this series!

Anderson says

- The stories with the bicycle were super funny. I am a serious guy (read, kind of bitter), but they actually
made laugh out loud. I am reading in Japanese and I am not sure if they are equally funny in English, but for
students of Japanese this is highly recommended. Easy to read and very entertaining.

Elaine Lin says

I JUST LOVE THIS SERIES!! Yotsuba will probably be the most adorable and loving girl you can read
about in a novel. She's a little girl eager to learn more and more about the world. In this book she learns more
about recycling, organization, delivering things and how to bike. My favorite part of this book is when
Yotsuba pretends to work with her dad and she actually knows a lot about businesses. She had a tie on and
she was making little business cards. She's just so adorable! She also made a bunch of signs all around the
home such as "laundry" on the washing machine and "don't run" on every step of the stairs. She found a
snack in the refrigerator and wanted to eat it really badly but her dad said to wait until 3. She did but she ate
all of it and didn't leave any for her dad. She ran over to her neighbors house so her dad won't yell at her. She
is a smart little girl that knows her ways to life. I strongly recommend this book to anyone because it's just
great!

Timothy says

At long last, the next volume of Yotsuba& has been released under a new publisher, after the demise of ADV
Manga. Yotsuba&, Volume 6 continues the slice of life hijinks of Yotsuba with her child like innocence and
fun of life, with hilarious results.

Compared to the volumes released under ADV Manga, Yen Press seems to release a higher quality
publication on better quality paper with a more faithful translation, as some of the puns are explained in their
Japanese context (as opposed to ADV Manga, which would try to 'Americanize' it and write themselves into
a corner when that same pun comes back at a later volume under a different context). Although the simple
cover art had me worried at first, once I started reading the volume, I found the story to be as engaging as
before.

Overall, it's good to see this series continued, as it would have been a shame to see it relegated to publication
limbo. For those who are not familiar with the series, it's probably best to start from the beginning, though
due to the slice of life nature of this series, it doesn't hurt to try this volume first. You just won't get as much
of the humor out of it, as opposed to having read everything before.



I can't wait for the next volume to be published.

Olesya says

It's official, the Yotsuba&! manga series is the ABSOLUTE best thing ever. I just cannot get over how great
it is. I rushed to order the rest of the volumes that are out (7-12), and the agonizing wait for them to arrive
continues. Go get and read these NOW!

Kentaro says

Tora's bike is so cool, I wanna buy it. Ep 40 made me feel like going to somewhere by bike.

Sarah ~Sehrenity~ says

Just what I needed for an evening diversion.

Holly says

I cannot overstate just how much I love Yotsuba&!

I read the first 5 volumes an age ago and have finally got around to reading volume 6. I have loved every
single bit. It's got all your favourites, plus the evil Yanda, eater of noodles. If you can read this book without
loving it then there is something wrong with your head!

Sue Moro says

Another funny look into the life of Yotsuba! Her dad needs to get her a helmet as is evident in this volume!

Ruba AlTurki says

Chapters: 35,36,37,38,39,40,41 .
Yotsuba is learning about school and homework's and Recycling she did a cute funny shirt with so many
useful stuff on it :D
She has a Bicycle now and she tried to have her own milk delivery serves ..
I'm really in love with this girl .



Michael says

I dislike Yotsuba's sudden tendency to refer to herself in the third person, but other than that semi-minor
complaint, it's still as charming, cute and hilarious as ever. I was laughing so hard during the ranch vacation!

Sarah Hayes says

Originally posted here at Anime Radius.

Let's face it: Yotsuba&! will always be the sweetly endearing, slightly off-kilter, forever hilarious manga
we've come to know and love. Kiyohiko Azuma has created a comedic juggernaut here, and there are no
signs of it slowing down or shutting off any time soon. You would think that by volume five the jokes would
slow down or stop being funny? You'd be wrong. Volume six is one of the funniest volumes by far, and
introduces a new item into young Yotsuba's world that promises much more hilarity down the road: a bike.
Yes, a child's bike with training wheels and a basket and a tiny bell - which means that Yotsuba is now
mobile, ladies and gentlemen. The town she lives in is about to get a lot more hectic, I think.

While some volumes have spread out the love evenly between the cast members, this volume is all about
Yotsuba. It does not suffer from moving its focus back from its ensemble of characters back onto its main
protagonist, especially when the adventures she gets into are so amusing and quirky and so very Yotsuba.
Her curiosity about the world can make anything exciting - from drinking fancy milk to making a bookshelf.
Her big bike trip to deliver Fuuka some milk turns what could have been a simple trip into a big, world-
expanding adventure that not only lets us as readers see more of Yotsuba's world but also shows us Yotsuba's
first proper rolling steps into city life and places new to her, like bridges and schools. Any slice-of-life
manga that can make things like those interesting deserves all the gold stars in the world.

The best thing about Yen Press' release of Yotsuba&! over ADV manga's handling of the series - that is,
other than the superior translation and the honorifics being kept in dialogue - is that they add a preview of the
following volume at the end of the book. For a series like this, it's almost a must. After all, once you finish
one book, the only thing you want to do is get your hands on the next.

Jenna (Bookiemoji) says

Yotsuba gets grounded? The sweet, little innocent girl?!?! No way!? ...Yes way!! And it's adorable.

Sinta Nisfuanna says

Paling gemes saat Yotsuba mengantar susu ke sekolah Fuuka...



Vanessa says

This was one of my favourite Yotsuba&! mangas to date, for sheer enjoyment factor. I laughed out loud, sent
a couple of my favourite sections via snapchat to my boyfriend, and read the majority of it in half an hour.
Oh, and I'm now craving a bike ride and a glass of milk. Wonderful.


